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DYNAMIC AND IIUJ.IAH RJo:SI•ONSE BEIIAVlOR 
OF 
COLD-FORMED STEEL-JOIST RESIDENT1AL n.OOR SYSTEMS 
by 
P. W. Linehan, R. J. Kudd~r and J. F. Wise* 
INTRODUCT10N 
One of the primary purposes of this project is the dcteraination of the 
static: and dynamic: structural c:haractcriatic:s of cold-formed steel-joist (CFSJ) 
floor systems. These c:harac:t~ristica were d~tcr.ined by physical testing of rep-
resentalfvc floor systems that were constructf•d in the laboratory according to 
th~ rec:olllllll•nded des :I r.ns or thP. suppl icrs of the steel joifJta. Twelve floor syatema 
of different c:onfiguratinns, fnclud:lng aingl~ and double: spans, were built and 
tested. 
The structural charac:teristic:s of primary :lntercot for this inv~st:lgatJon are 
deflection, strength, and vibration performance. The static: testing tnc:luded a 
single concentrated incremental load at the center of the span, incremental unifor• 
loading to design load, and finally, inc:re.antal unifor. loading to the ultimate 
capacity of the floor eyste•. The dynamic: testing consisted of deter.in:lng the 
nntural fr~qtac.anc:y, dynamfc deflcc-tfnna, and dnmphlR und4.•r v~rtic:nl :l•pact londinp..a. 
lt also included .enHur~IIIC!nt of deflec:ti()ns und4.•r wnlkln,; exC'Itatinn. Finnlly, tho 
subject rendered an opinion on the ac:c:~ptab111ty of th'~ p~rror~~~ance of the floor 
under walking vibration in his or her house. 
'J'h:ls paper will disc:uas the rt~sults of the dynamic: (vibration) and human 
response t~sts and analyses. Another paper diMcusses th~ results of the static 
and ultimate-load tests and analysis. 
*Senior Engineer. ~nior Structural Engineer, and Princ:ipnl, respectively, 
Wise, Jann~y, Elstner and Associates, Inc:. 
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DESCRtl'TTON OF J~J .OOR SYS1'I~r.ts 
A total of twelve floor systems was fnbric-ated dut·inn the test program. 
Using seven bnsic designs, the CFS.J floors wen• constructed in nccordnnce with the 
recommendations of the joist supplier. Tnbla 1 describes th~ structural components 
and general configuration of the test floot·s. 11w section propertlc.•s of the floor 
components are tabulated in another paper discuRRing the $ln t lc behavior of the floors. 
Each floor is assigned a Jetter identifying the bnsic dcsir,n and a number identifying 
the floor length. The Al Floor System, Cot· exnmple, is o( b nsic design A with a floor 
length of 40 ft (12. 2 m). The same floor sys tern wns rc.~ d\ll~r.d ln length to 36 ft (10. 97 m) 
and is designated A2. 
Each floor sys tem was fully supporte d around the entire perimeter on special 
reinforced concrete forms. The forms also permitted a senl to be developed for 
vacuum loading during static uniform load t c.•sts . Fig. l shows typical setups for 
testing the double-span A and B Seri t>s Floor Sy:,;t·c•ns.-;. 111«.! c~~nter support locatad 
midway between exte r i or h~1aders, is a W6X20- ,·Iift•! flnnc<· hc:un . Two screw jacks are 
used to prov:l.de additional suppot·t for the lwnm. Arter comt>lctinr. tests on the 
longer span, the sho1·ter floor systems nrc nmd<' by cutting 2 ft (0.61 m) from the 
floor system at each header end of the fluor. 
DYNAMIC LOADING TESTS ANI> RESlli.TS 
Dynamic tests we re perfo-rmed on each of the Cloor systams with the objective 
of obtaining test data which could be used to qu:mtify tlu.• vibration behnvior of 
floor systPms, and be used as a basis for formulut lng a mode.• I which would predict 
the dynamic characteristics of floor systems us.lnr. cold-formed Htccl joJsts. The 
vibration characteristics of floor systems mt•:tsurcc.l c.lua·ln~-t this phase of the pro-
gram were natural frequencies nnd damping ch.lr<tc:tcristic~; or the floor systems, and 
the displaccmcnts due to w:ttking impacts recorded during the human response tests. 
Data was also obtained for _,oists adjacent to the center jolst. and the movement of 
the joists in the transvc.•rsc.• direction. 
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9 1/4 x 16 sa on 24-in. r~nt~rs, 
2 cont. 20-rt spnns Al, rNlur.ed 
to 18 Ct & 16 ft for A2 & A3 
1 1/4 X 16 sa on 16-in. CPntr.rs, 
2 cont. 2G-Ct Bpans 81, reduced 
to 16 ft for 83 
10 x 12 sa on 24-ln. centers, 
2 cont. 2G-ft spans 
2 x 10 Douglas Fir wood Joists 
on 16-ln. rcntnrs, 2 16-Ct stnalo 
spans 
9 1/4 x 14 a• on 24-ln. cent~rs, 
20-Ct alngte Kilaple-spnn, reducc.•d 
to J8 Ct & 16 ft ror K2 & K3 
8 X 18 88 on 16-tn. centers, 
sinsle simple-span 
2 x 10 Douglas Fir wood joists 
on 16-in. centers, sinal• 
Nimplc-span 
3/4-ln. T/G Croup 1 t>lywoo1d. 
.Jolat·s ,-,mt lnuous uv~o.tr mfd-
~tnpport, ndd1liona1 5 rt. 5 ln. 
tons Kt'l~t ion of JolNt cc•nt~rt-d 
over mtclsua,port nl t ncht-d bnrk-
to-bnck wlth full-t~ngth Joist. 
One row 18-sa st~e1 slrapplns, 
bottom only, nach span 
5/8-tn. T/G Group 2 plywood. 
.Joists lapped 50 in. back-to-
bnck at mldsupport 
28-aa metal centering with-2 ln. 
concrete fill. .Joist continuous 
over midsupport. Welded solid 
metal bridslng at midsupport. 
Two rows V-bar strapplns. top 
and bottom, in each span 
5/8-ln. T/G Croup 1 plywood. 
.Joists lap[Jed 4 ln. at mlclsupport. 
Solid wood brldglns at mldsupport 
nnd mlclspan 
1/4-fn. T/G Group 1 p1ywoc~. 
One row 18-ua steel Nlntppfng, 
bottom only, at midspan 
5/8-ln. T/G Group 2 plywood. 
Two rows steel X brid&ing 
screwed to lower flange and 
upper web 
5/8-ln. T/G Croup 2 plywood. 





Stc.-lco .roJstud Nnf1. fi ln. o.r. pc•rfmrter 
10 ln. o.c. lnt~rlor 
PucJdle weld, 12 ln. o.c. 
8d Common Nalls, 6 tn. o.c. perimeter 
10 in. o.c. interior 
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• A proflln of the ~rtl~al dafla~tlon of the jolata tn tho ~enter of the 
epea vwn 80aaurad vlth direct currant dl!ftorunttnl tranafor80r (DCDT) lnductiw 
pickupa. Teat atanda van uaed to 110unt the flXt'd ole.ant of tho DCDT under the 
floor nnd the core of the DCDT vhtch vna 110untt'd to tba vab of the jolat. Sev-
eral of the taata aleo Incorporated a IJCDr locat•d IK>tvt't!n tht' jolata. 'lbo DCDT'a 
had a frequency ranae froa 0 to 150 Hx. A llalat bona plvano.atar oacllloaraph 
waa uaad to record vibration t180-hlatory recorda fro• the ocur. 
'ftaa dJQ-lc taata wore conduct~·d both vlthout live lond and with a llva 
load on the floor of approxl•toly 10 par ( 479 N/•2 ) • Floor Syat•• Al waa a lao 
taatad vlth a Uva load of approxlaatety l5 paf ( 719 N/• 2 ). ,,e Uw load bf 
10 paf vaa choaan on the baala of probable llva load which alaht be expected la 
raaldantlal dvelUnp. Loadlna of the floor waa ac:coll!pliahad vlth 36 concentrated 
load• •r a alnale-apan floor and 72 concctntrated loada for a tvo-apan floor. Coo-
erato blocka which had di .. nalona of 8 x 8 x 16 tn. (20.3 x 20.3 x 40.6 c•) vera 
uaed to obtala the aua loadfna. 
'lbrae typaa of lll!puJafva loadln& vera uaed to obtain tho nntura1 fraquanclea 
and da.pina charactarlatic:a of each floor ayatc•· 'ftaeae toata vera porfor80d at 
tho ~nter of the apan and dfractly above the centerline jolat. These tachnlquaa 
are auaaart .. d aa followa. 
a. Vetlht rele ... - A load of 153 lba ( 681 R) waa auapondod fro• the under-
at• of the floor adjacent to the centerllae jolat and at the canter of 
the apan. 'l'ha aucldon ralaa•• of thla load r .. ultad ln the free vibration 
of the floor ayato•. 'l'h" data ratrtavud rroa th• tf'at wu the floor 
natural freqUt"ncy nnd dnll!ptna chararl~riNtlca. 
b. .!1.!!!.41!.':'1 drop - A 25-lb (1J. 3 ka) aanclbt~c "'"• rel•n•c.•d fro• a bulRht of 
2 ft. (0. 61 • ) r••ulttna fn tho fr..-o vlbrntlon oC tho floor ayato•. 'lbe 
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natural frequency and damping characteriatica wore obtained 
with and without a teat aubject, aa described in Paragraph a. 
c. Reel~toe drop - A heel-toe t.pact waa cond~cted on each of the floor 
ayate .. with the teat subject located at the center of the span, and 
directly above the centerline joist. 
The reason for the three different teat techniques waa to deteraine if 
the variation in the impulsive loading techniques does affect the natural frequency 
and ~ina characteristics. The uae of only one of the techniques employed for 
obtainina the dynaadc characteriatica of the floor ayatea would have aiaplified 
the proaraa. However, there ia a poaaibility of being .taled, since the impulaive 
loading technique can affect the subsequent free vibration and harmonic content of 
the dyna.tc characteriatica of the !loora. 
The walking vibration displacement recorded during the human response teat 
vas recorded directly beneath the teat subject who was located at the center of 
the span and above the centerline joist. These measurements represent the averag 
single-peak vibratory diaplaceaent wjthin tho teat sroup, and are not the absolute 
deflection of the floor ayatea. 
pynaaic Teat Reaulta 
The initial aeries of dynamic teats conducted on Floor System A indicated 
that the reapon•e of a floor can be coaplex. The coaplexity of the wavefora and 
oscillations ia principally observed in the oscillograph recorda of floor ayateaa 
without a live load, and is probably attributable to the dynaalc characteristics 
transversa to the joist, and the fact that the floor aay be responding aa a collec-
tion of interdependent components rather than as a unit because of the low stress 
levels. 
Table2au.aar1zea the natural frequency and damping charactorfatica, which 
were obtained during the teats of the floor ayate .. with a sandbag impact, as well 
TABLE 2 
SUMMARY OF DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
With Test Sublect Without Test Sublett 
Sandbag I~apact Weight Release Sandbag Impact Weight Release 
Walk. 
Floor Freq. :>ameins Freq. ilaml!in& Disp1. Freq. Freq. 
Syatea (liz) 172 sec: Overall (Hz) 172 sec Overall (11111) (Hz) (Hz) 
" rr.l Al-0 9.2 7.6 2.8 15.2 6.6 6.6 11.5 9.4 15.5 (12 .... 
A~-10 5.8 5.5 9.7 9.1 5.9 0 
Al-15 s.o 5.6 9.0 9.8 5.3 rr.l z 
A2•0 12.3 7.2 7.2 12.3 8.9 8.9 5.8 15.6 18.5 '"':l .... 
A2·10 7.5 3.0 3.3 7.8 4.5 5.7 4.5 7.5 7.5 > r-
A)-0 13.4 8.5 8.5 16.3 9.3 9.3 4.1 14.9 15.1 ., 
A3-10 8.7 8.9 7.7 8.8 8.4 5.9 2.7 8.7 8.9 5 
9.6 11.9 10.0 8.0 8.0 6.5 14.2 14.3 0 Bl-0 11.9 
" 
81•10 5.6 6.3 6.9 5.8 9.4 9.3 6.7 5.8 6.0 (12 
-< 
83-0 16.3 4.8 4.8 14.0 5.7 5.7 3.4 25.9 18.7 (12 
83-10 8.3 5.5 4.3 8.6 8.3 7.2 2.3 8.3 8.6 '"':l rr.l 
c-o 10.6 2.5 2.2 10.5 2.0 2.5 0.8 10.6 10.3 a: 
C-10 9.2 1.4 2.5 9.2 1.6 2.3 0.5 9.2 9.2 
(12 
:J-:1 22.2 5.8 5.8 22.2 4.6 4.6 3.9 23.5 18.3 c 
-< D•lO 9.8 7.8 6.2 9.4 6.8 5.6 3.6 9.7 9.6 z 
> 
El-0 19.2 14.5 14.5 10.0 8.6 8.6 8.0 16.3 16.2 a: 
El-10 6.0 6.9 5.2 7.1 18.2 5.7 6.6 8.4 7.8 .... (") 
E2•0 20.2 15.9 15.9 11.3 9.2 9.2 5.8 17.7 17.6 5 E2-10 12.0 3.7 3.7 8.6 12.6 8.5 5.0 11.9 8.8 > 
E3•0 21.1 13.2 13.2 21.3 20.6 20.6 4.0 22.8 20.1 0 
E3-l0 11.6 7.4 7.4 10.6 12.0 7.0 3.3 12.8 9.2 
F-0 19.4 11.8 11.8 :a.J 8.2 8.2 7.7 15.1 16.4 
F-10 10.1 4.1 3.4 10.0 7.0 7.3 6.4 8.9 8.8 
G-0 17.7 6.0 6.0 19.0 8.7 8.7 4.6 19.7 19.8 




Note: Damping is expressed as a percent of critical clamping 
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as sudden release tests. It also includes the average walking displacmcn~s, 
which were observed beneath the test subject during the hum3n response tests. 
Damping characteristics of the floor system were calculated from measure-
mcnts of successive peak amplitudes. Using the assumption of viscous damping, a 
percent of critical damping can be calculated by least-squares linear regression 
over a one-half second t fmc interval and over the full durat i on of the record. 11te 
one-half second interval corresponds to a representative pe riod between footfalls 
during walking. 
The preliminary tests indicated an appreciably greater damping level with a 
test subject on the floor. Since the ultimate goa l of this phase of the program was 
to obtain data which would lead to a prediction model of the floor system vibrational 
behavior with a test subject on the floor, the tabulated damping characteristics are 
for tests with a test subject. 
Discussion of Vibration Levels of l\dj 3cent 
JoistR for ~J.y~ood-Deck Floors .. -------
After the second cy,:lc of tlw free vibration, there was no apprccinblt- dif-
fercnce in tlw attenuation of pllllslnK r e lntinns hlps betwct•n the joists, with either 
the sandbag or heel-tOll impact. 1'his was observed in tests with a test. subject and 
without a test subject, as well as with a live load and without a live load. These 
characteristics would indicate tl>at, during free vibration, the floor is responding 
as a one-way slab. The vibration motion between joists do<.>s not follow the same 
trend as the joists. Although the impact load was located at the centerline joist 
or adjacent to th(' ccnl<>rlinc joist, n greater initial deflection in some instances 
was observed bt.•lwt!en the cl•uterl In€! joist nnd the adjncenl Joist. Tht• subsequ"nt 
ampl !tudes aftt!r the sct.·ond cycle or vibrat lon • however, shoWl!d no :t(Jt>reciable 
difference from the centerliue joist amplitude. 
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ANALYSIS OF DYNAMIC LOADING TEST DATA 
The general behavior of the teat floors and their response to dynaatc loads 
is discussed in this section. Models for dynaaic response will be used in evalu-
eting hWIIln response data. 
Natural Fr~guoncy 
Static analysis of the teat data obtained in this research program showed 
that cold-formed joist floor ayatc.s with plywood decks behave aa one-way slnba. 
The ~at logical approach to a .adel for predicting the natural frequency of the 
floor ia therefore to consider a single joist. 
Since the frequency due to an impact from a sandbag dropped from a known 
hei~t. or due to an initial displacement created by a hanging weight, are repro-
ducible measurements, these two frequencies will be considered in the development 
of a aathcmat:lcal 1110del. These JDCaaureaents are shown in Table 2. and in general, 
there is ngrceliiCnt batween the two. 
Floor behaviot- PreviouR lnveRtigntors have determined thnt concrete-deck 
floors behave as composite syRt~mA under dyna•:lc loading, resordless of thc:lr 
behavior under static loading. The equation used for calculating the natural 
frequency is: 
(1) 
in which: f • first natural frequency (liz) 
A • dead load dt•rteclfon !or n Ringle Rpan (:ln.) 
In c-alrulnt:lonH for nnturnl frequc.~ncy, no ndjuRtiiK"nt ne,!dR to be ande fur 
cont htuft y In mult Jplc-span floorR since the :lntermedJute support is at the ax:IR 
for odd symmetry for the funda~ntal frequency. 
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An latareatlna patten become evtdant durlaa the anel,.la of the floor 
aatura1 fnquaaq. For floora whal'a the aandhaa frequency and the vetaht nle ... 
frequonq an ill aarae•nt, an aaa~~~~ptlon of noncOIIPOalte behaVior leada to a better 
approxiutlon of the .... unci frequency. Typically, then are floon with aoaa 
aupert..-ed load Ia addition to the dead welaht of the deck and jolaca. 
'l'he .. the .. clca1 model for frequency should deal with the lona-ten. behaVior 
of th floora, and with floor• which would noraally have aoaD aupert.,oaecl load on 
thea. 'l'herefore, it ta propoaad that noncoapoaite bahavlol' be aaa.-d in calculatiaa 
the natural fl'aquoncy of cold-formed ateel-jolat (CPSJ) floora with plywood decka. 
The effect of a .an on tho floor - 'l'he aaaaured fl'aquonctaa ltatad in Table 2 
wen aade with a ... on the floor. Uhan the wataht of a aan ta aaau.od to act on 
a atnale jotat, the calculated frequency ta too low. 'l'hla ia alao an unraallattc 
aaaUIIIptlon for lateral dlatrlbutlon of the ann '• walaht. Alao, dlatrtbuttna the 
wataht of a ean over the number of fully affective joiata, .assured durin& the atatlc 
concentrated load raat, laada to calculated frequonclaa which are too low. 
'l'ha dtrrarenca ln calculated frequenctaa, when the wotaht of a aan ta naala,.tad 
or dtatrlbutad over the total number of jotata tn the floor ayatea, la •-11, except 
for th unloaded teat floorra. 'l'ha calculated traquenctea for loadod flool'a lncJ ucltna 
the wetpt of a .an leacla to a aUptly cloaor eatlaate of the ecaaured frequency, 
except for Floor £3-0. Since a calculated frequency for a floor with a raaltattc 
residential loodtna la of araater taportanco tn pradlctlnR huaan reaponaa, lt la 
proposed that the wt&ht of a .. n can be nealactad in c:alculaUona for natural fre-
quency. Pta. 2 ahowa a comparison of calculated va. aeaaured frequency for CPSJ/ 
ply;.IOOd-dack noon. 
Concrete-deck floor - Floor c, with coJd-for.od at~~l jolata and a concr ta 
dock, waa not tncluclecl In the previous dlacuaaton becauao it bohavea dtCforontly 
fro. the plywoocl-clock floors. 'l'ht- -••urocl rroquonctea ror the aanclbaa ,.,act 
ancl the vetRht releaao are In aood agroe•nt for each or tho teat floors. An •••UIIP· 
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Wood Joiat floors - The .easured frequencies for the sandbaa i~act and 
veisht release are in good asree.ent with each other. The calculated frequencies 
for coaposite ond noncoaposite sections bracket the .. asured values. 
Dynamic damptns in floor systeas is dependent on aany thinsa. Oortainly. 
the aateriol properties nf the floor components nnd the connection and support 
condition& ore iaportont. Equally, or perhaps .ore important, are the type and 
diatributinn of lnad, the presence and location of partitious, and the influence 
of floor coverinp and ceil lnss. The effects of this latter sroup of important 
factors is not within the acopc of this study. Therefore, dcvclopins a aoth~aotical 
.adel to predict damping on the basis of this study could lead to atsleadins con-
cluatons about typical reatdential floor systema. 
It is therefore prnpnsed that a characteristic value of damping be established 
for each construction type:- repreaented in this study. ThfA value would be aubject 
to future revision hnsc•d nn further tC'RI:R. However, it would charactC'rJze the dn .. l-
ing or the !lonr during tlu.! suhjC'ctive human rc.•apunac testa, and will he useful in 
developing n llktdel for flnor ratinsa. 
An annlyais of thc measured dmapins values suggests that there ta little 
difference between damping tn cold-formed steel-joist floors with and without a 
superimposed load, when subjected to a weisht release. These same floors exhibit 
a hisher damping when subj<'cted to a sandbag impact iC there is no superimposed 
load on the floor. 
The wood-joist flnora eXhibited lower damping nn the averase than the cold-
for•·d steC'l-jnist CloorH wllh plywood d'•cka with nnd wl thuut n superimposed load, 
wtwn subj"''t<'d to a W<'islat release. 111ese sa110 CJoors ..-xh lhlt a higlal"r daaplng when 
subjected to a sandbag impact if there is no supertaposed lund on the floor. 111c 
concrcte-dcck floor had the lowest mPasured da~~~pJng of all llu.• tc11t Cloortt. 
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In order to facilitate calculations o£ human response ratings. which .. Y 
requfre an estimate for damping, the values in the table below ar• suggested. It 
is eaphasized that these values are characteristic of a particular type of con-
structfon, baaed on measurements from the teat floors. 
PROrOSF.D DAMPTNC: VAJ.tJKS FOR liSP. IN 
HUfoiAN RESPONSE RATTN!:. CALCULATIONS 
Floor typt• Dampin;: .• ~,tCrccnt critical). 
Cotd-for.ed steel joists 10% 
with plywood deck 
Cold-formPd ateel-jolsta 2.5% 
with concrete deck 
Wood joists with plywood 6.5% 
deck 
Walkins Displace~ 
A aatheaaatfcal model cattable o( 1:atimatfng tloe dynrud.c stiffness of the 
floor is necessary for the dt!Vl"lopllll!'nt of a bUlliOn re-Httense rating model. There 
are several options avallabh:. Soma investigations hnve focuRCd their attention 
on the displaceaaentH caused by fall in& sandbags, falling sleet balls, hcc.•l-to• drops, 
and even people juaaping off tables. It is the opinion of the writers that occupants 
make special allowances for unusual impacts, such as people jumping off tables, 
when evaluating the acceptability of a floor system. Occupants, however. should 
nol be expected to accept :mything more than a minor diRturbance Croaa ordinary • 
rc.-laxC'd walking. 11u!reforc, an c-stiaaate o£ the disptaceaacnt due to ordinary, 
re I nx(:d w:tl k ln r. w f 11 be duvc•l uped. 
Jn ordc.•r In dc•vt•lnJl m1 Hhapl<' a mudc.•l ns puHt~fble, an l'aplrlcal approach is 
takt•n. Jo'ln;t. tlw d(•fh•c:Liun nf n sin1~lr nuncoapnsltc joist utldrr the action of a 
aldsp;m rnnc-c•nlr:th•d Jn:td IH C'<llculat('d. 11tis calculated de(]('cLlon is then dlvlded 
by the.• mc•nNurc.•d JU'llk dh1plm·mc•c•nt of tlw centerline .1olst under an adjacent walking 
impact· This lNtds tu Lh(• ratio: 
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• ----~Jculatcd d~Clcction Cur one joist 
Neff Measure peak displacement !rum walking impact (2) 
The value of Nerf• the equivalent nu.bcr of fully effective joists. indicates how 
.any joists should be assumed to be acting to support a 200-lb static load distributed 
equally aaona thea. such that the calculated static displacmrnt is equivalent to 
the measured walking displacement. The equivalent number of Cully effective joists. 
as defined above. is formulated to account for two distinct phenoliiC'na: the lateral 
distribution of the load due to the walker; and the difference b~twcen the static 
and dynamic effects of the walker. As such. Neff is A aatheaatically convenient 
device. and should not be interpreted as the actual number of joists in the floor 
reapondina to a dynaaic lond. It is likely that Neff will often exceed the number 
of joists in a floor system. due mainly to the difference between a 20Q-lb static 
load and walking i~acts. An evaluation of the measured welkins displacement with 
the uobservedu nUIIber of effective joists (CFS.J/plywood-deck floors) indicates that. 
in aeneral. the Neff can be expected to increase with increasing superi~osed load 
and with decreaafna lenath or span. 
Since Neff fa a dimensionless number. the multiple regression analysts for 
an empirical aodel to predict Neff will contain dimensionless pnraaeters. Because 
frequency has the dimensions of cycles per sec. it should not be used directly in 
the reareasion analysis. Several parameters are considered in the analysts which 
can account for the difference 1n dyna1111c properties between the floors and are 
nondi.ensional. They are: 
L/S • ratio of floor span to the joist spacing 
DL/TL • ratio of dead wci8ht of the floor syatea to the total 
weiahl. For floors without superiaposed dead load. 
this ratio would be 1.0. 
DEL F • ratio of the calculated natural frequency without a 
superimposed dead load to the calculated natural fre-
quency. For waloaded floors. DEL F would be 1.0. 
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c • the ratio of stiffness perpc.ondic:ulor to Lhc joists, 
in which: 
presumably the suhordinot~ stiffness, dfvfdcd by 
the stiffness in the direction of the joist, pre-
swuhly the dominant stiffness. It is calculated 
as followa: 
c - f 3 ) 1/lf ~-!L 12nl 
t • drck thickness (in.) 
I • 1110mcnt of :ln~rtia of the joist (in. 4) 
n • rat:lo of modulus or elasticity of joist 
divided by modulus of elasticity or the 
deck 
S • spacing between joists 
(3) 
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'11tese dimensionless paramett!rS arc evahaatc.•d using multiple rc.-grcssional ana lysill 
to optfm.l11.:e a •·nhcmtJtlcal model defining Neff" 11ac term c is used in all or the 
annlya~s h~r.ausc.- ft :Is the best sinalc correlated parameter with Neff" 
The most prom:lsing of tbe models, which gava a relatively smol 1 standard 
2 
error of the estbaate (21%) and good correlation (r • 0. 77) is shown below and is 
proposed as an acceptable predicator for Neff" 
-s.1.. -0.1~ 
H8 ff • 0.0060 c (DL/TL) (4) 
Fig. 3 shows a comparison of the calculated vs. measured walking displacements Cor 
CFSJ/p1ywood-d~~k floors. 
The range or appllcabfllLy of Lbc 1110del for Ncf( should b" limlh•d to ClnorH 
a1•1lar to the teat floors because o( th~ narrow range and intereorrelntlon of 
iaporLanL independent floor properties. Therefore, the calculation of an empirical 
walk:lng displacc~nt is: 
1. Calculate the deflection, A, of a single, noncomposite joist duo to a 
20G-lb (890 H) static concentrated load 
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2. Calculate Neff using Eq. 4 
3. Calculat~ tho walking diaplac~mcnt aa: 
v -
6 (5) 
HUMAN RKSPOHSE TESTS AND ANALYSIS 
One of the purposes of this phase of the test program was to evaluat~ the 
human perception or vibration of CFSJ floors due to walking impact. A total of 
23 subjects who were employees of WJE were involved and partfcJpatcd in the program. 
There were 14 males and 9 females. ranging in age from the early 20's to the early 
60's. A total of 25 floor ayatems were evaluated in the human response testing 
program. including unloaded and loaded floors. The total nu.bcr of observations 
was approximately 600. These data were the basis for the subsequent statistical 
analysis. 
Testfn& Tcchnigues 
Each or the test aubjec~s was located in Lhe center of the teat floor span. 
A line aarker was placed parallel to the joJst at a distance of 2 ft (0.61 a) froa 
the position of the teat subject. When the test subj~ct was fn position. a walker 
walked in a relaxed and natural manner along the line marker behind the teat sub-
ject over the entire length of the span. turned around. and walked back to his 
starting point. The saae walker was used Cor all testa on all floora. 
Floor c. 16-ft (4.88 a) single-span wood joist. was fabricated and preserved 
throughout th~ pror,ram to serve as a baaiK or cC'II()ar!Ron for the human r~aponao oval-
uallonR of the Rt'Veral othc.•r Cloors conRtrut"led and teated. With each new floor 
conrlr,uratJon. th~ subjects rxperlt>nc~d walking vibrations on Floor G and coapared 
thea wJth the walking vibrations on the nt>w floor. The technique of usfng a con-
trol floor during the testing of each new floor appeared to have several attractive 
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features. All or th• subject• did not part lcipate in tho hu.m rcaponae tc.•Mt on 
each flooT. Generally, 12 to 15 people veTa available and participated in on~h 
teat. Thus, the use rtf a control floor ~ould be Rn i~~portanl factor in annlyain& 
the data because of the potential variation of opinions which aiaht be expcC't.ed 
froa subject to subject ro&nTdtns a aiven test floor. The use of a vood-jolet 16-Ct 
(4.88 •> ainale-apon floor ayatea as an intearal part or the hlman reap~••u phaee 
of the proaraa vas also considered representative or a residential vood-jotat floor 
ayat.ea. 
A questionnaire dat.a sheet, aa shown in Pia. 4, vaa developed in ordur to 
auaaariae the subject's opinion reaardina the acceptability of the teat floor, as 
well as ita relationship to the control floor. In order to aua.arize the reaulta 
of the dearee of perceptibility or the vibration of the various floors, a nu.erical 
value vaa aaaiped to each of th• retina catosoriea on the fora. The basis of the 
nUIIIberin& ayatea vas the rating ntdlhera used in ''Human Perception of Transient 
Vibrations" (Wias and Parmelee, 1974). Tho teat subject also save his opinion reaard-
ins a coiiPariaon betV<'en the perceptibility or valk1n& vibrations of the teat floor 
with the c:ontretl Cloor and a 11\lbjec:tive evaluation o£ the acn•ral acceptability o£ 
the teat floor if it were in the hoe of the teat subject. 
Objectives and Preliainary Analysis 
Tables 3 and 4 siva the results of the teat on the control and teat floors. 
The statistical analysis vas perfor.ed usin& the teat subject's evaluation of the 
control and teat floor ayateaa with the five aeneral catesoriea of ratin .. ranstns 
fraa i~~porceptlble to severe. 'Jhe nu.erical valUHa aaaiped were!' conaidoi"C!'d to bo 
beat aultod Cor atallHtical treataant becnuae or their aaRller valu.a or incroaental 
ratinaa. Tho reaulta of the hu.an reaponao teat in this study were analyxnd with 
the followins objectives: 
a. To co.pare the huaan response ratina of the control floor with the teat 
floors 
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.., US!C!!$E TEST DATA 
• Dl YIB!ATIOII C!!A!ACTI!ISTIC! OP •LOO! SYS!Dtl 
DATI a. _______________________ __ 
~ ~&era. ______________________________________ _ 
n.oo& SYSTDI C:OD&a. __ _ 
.. -·· 700 rate tho atandanl rtrol) floor •7•t- la terea of the 
vl•raUoo levelf (Chetek ooe .. 
lllpOI'cepUltle ...... ~ Dlatf.nct17 Stronal7 Severe PorcopUble PorcepUltle Perceptible 
ca.- ca-•la·-1••·,, , .... ,I., . .., J u.Ju (1 ... , J•··-1 , .... , (t,.., 
8ow voutd JOU rate the teat flopr •J•t .. In terea of the ~tltratlon levelt 
(Check- .. ., 
l&~pQrceptf.ltle 'aarelJ Dlattnct17 PorC'epttltle Percepttble 
ca . .., ..... , J ..... ,Ju ... , ca ... ,Ju . .., Jn.nt 
scr-alJ Sovctre Perceptible 
..... , 1•···, I ••. ,, ,, . .., 
1:::1 htter than 
0 A .. ut the •a- aa 
0 Vocae thaa 
t1ae .!!!.~~-<f.!ml!..~f.!C!!!£ •Jate• la terea o! vt•ratf.- characterfoUcat 
COntrol (ataa .. rd) floor 
hat fJoor 
........ ___________ ·--------------
V.lpt _________ _ 
•· o! teat aultjecta 
oo the teat floor _______ _ 
----- ·---··--·---· -·--· ---·--·---
Note: Nuabars in parenthoe~as arc rat1na nucabcrs C'orrespondlng to the 
descriptlva subjoctiva rating. 
Fig. 4 - Ratlns fora Cor Human Rasponae Testa 
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WL! 3 
!J!!!Wl! OP ll1!WI IESI'aiS& TISTS C. COimtOL I"LLOa 
---co pel uw ~-•> 
------------------------------
Tu& 7 5 •~ of P£0p1e a& !fCb ~a&lna 1-1 
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b. To determine tho effects of the live load on the huaan response ratinaa 
c. To determine tho affects of the span lenath on the human response retina 
d. To quantify the huaan response data 1n a relationship which can be used 
for a aathematical prediction aodel 
The initial statistical analysis consisted of examinina the variations of 
the ratina of each teat subject reaardtna the control floor. If the variations 
between the teat subject ratinp are inaianificant, the actual ratinp of the teat 
floors can be used with a small probability of bias. A one-way analysis-of-variance 
teat waa used to examine the control floor retinas. This teat showed that there 
was a aianificant difference between subjects at the 95% confidence level. 
In view of these results, an alternative approach waa used to evaluate the 
data. Rather than eliminatina aubject(a) showina extreme variat:lona, which may be 
a "typical population" characteristic and also reduces the quantity of the data, 
a tochelique which analyzes the comparative retina of each teat subject 'a opinion 
of tho teat floor relative to the control floor waR uand. The differ~nce in the 
subject •a retina nulllbera (compnrative rntlnn) ia the key atat:latic of this analysis. 
Before proc:oedina wlth the analysts, a preliminary study was performed in 
order to determine :If the c:omparat'ive retina data can be assumed to have a norwul 
distribution. A Kol80aorov-Smirnov teat for the "goodness-of-fit" showed that the 
data can be considered normally distributed at the 1% aisni£icance level. 
Contro~ Floor Vs. Teat Floor 
A "Student T Teat" waa used to study tho difference of" the teat a'lbject'a 
opinion between th" control and the t~at floors. The objective was to determine 
if tho rattna differ~nce b~tween the test and control floor ia atantftcnntly differ· 
ent froa 0. Table 5 aivea the reaultB of this analysis based on the T statistical 
teats. Since the control floor rating waa subtracted from the teat floor ratina. 
RESIDENTIAL FLOOR SYSTEMS· DYNAMIC LOAD 637 
,!ABLE 5. 
SUMMARY OP T TEST STATISTICS TO DETERMINE THE SIGNIFICANCE 

























































































































































* There is a aigniffcanl difference between tho control and teat floors 
at tho 95-percent conCfdence level. 
** 10 paf on control floor 
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a mean value for the test floor which is negative indicates that the test floor 
bas a better rating. 
There is no significant difference between the control and test floors for 
the A. B 0 E. and F Floors. which represent cold-formed steel-joist/plywood-deck 
floors. at the 95% confidence level when the spans are comparable. This statisti-
cal inference exists when the test floor has no live load or a 10 psf (479 N/m2 ) 
live load. When the spans are not comparable and the test floor has a longer span. 
there is a significant difference between the control and test floors. with the con-
trol floor generally having the better rating in comparison to the test floor. 
The C Series Floor exhibited the best human response rating and greatest rela-
tive diffeTence in contrast to the control floor. There was a significant difference 
at the 95% confidence level between the control and C Series Floors for both the 
0 psf as well as the 10 psf conditions. The C Series of floors had a longer single-
span than the control floor: 20 ft ( 6.1 m ) vs. 16 ft (4.88 m>. respectively. 
However. the construction and dC'sign is quite different. These differences rE-sult 
in a significant effect in terms of human response evaluation. 
The D Series of floors showed no significant difference in comparison to the 
control floor. This mlght be expected because of the simllar construction matC'rials 
and details. 
Effect of Floor Loading and Floor Span 
on }Iuman Response Rati~lL_. ______ _ 
On~-way analysis-of-variance tests were performed on the data in order to 
. 
determine the rffC'cts of live load variations and span. wlth respect to the human 
rcsponsC' r<tl"ing. Th<- c~omparat iVl' rat fnJ; data was al.l'>o used for the t·ests. Jo'or t·he 
analysis of live load vnrintJons, the rating of each floor without a live load was 
evaluatlld in relation to the rating with a live load. For the nnnlysis denling 
with the span length, the rating of the shortcr-spnn floor was evaluated with respect 
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to the raUnc of the loa~ger-span Cloor at tho saiiiC! nominal live load; i.e. • 
0 or 10 ps£ (479 N/m2). rcapectiv~ly. 
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The results o£ the one-way analysis-of-variance teats showed that there is 
no significant differ~a~c:e at tho 9S% confidence leval in the human response ratings 
brtwcen the lrHt floor without a live load vs. a Clavr system with a live load. 
This was found for all 11 analys~s. A comparison of the human response data at the 
shorlrr span with tho longer span. however. did show a significant difference at 
the 9S% c:onrldcncc level. 'l'hfs condition wns true for the 0 paf loading. 
as well as a nominal 10 psf (479 N/m2 ) live load for all floors under evalu-
ation. In snmlll3ry. lhe statistics of the one-way analysis-of-variance test supports 
the conclusion that the live load docs not affect the huwan rrsponse rattns and that 
thl' human rrsponse rating is improved a the span is decrensed. 
Mathematfc:nl ModelJJtr lluman Response Rating 
Prc.•vlom1 rt•sulll't~h by WJsR nnd t•armc]ce (1974) has shown that the human response 
Js a function of the frequency. dls&tlac:cmc.mt o£ vibration. and dampinB characteri.· t.lc:s. 
Tllf! following c·•npirical rt~ lntionRhip was dc.-v,•Jopud: 
(6) 
whrrc: F • Frequrncy o£ vibrtttlon (II~) 
A •• Single nmplllude of vibration (Jnc:hes) 
d n DnmJtlnr. raUo (l·u: crll leal) 
R .. Rat fnJ~ nuanhc.•r 
The JnitJnl rur.r<•tution nnnlysrR llmltt~d to the c••sJ/plywood-dec:k systems 
were performrd to rl'lntc• thl• suhjrc:tJve humnn rcRponse test data to the empirical 
cnlc:ulnted rating dl'Cined above. The natural fruquenc:y. dynalllic deflection. and 
dampins ratio vnlues wl'rl' calc:ulnted on the bnais of the atntic and dynamic analyses 
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performed during this program. The results o! these analyses showed that the 
absolute subjective rating has a better correlation with the empirical calculated 
rating (R) than docs the co parative rating, even though the comparative rating 
should show leas "bias" by variations between test subjects. Several additional 
nalyaea w re mode to determine Whether a particular floor syRtem was dominating 
the conclusion, but 1n general, the absolute subjective rating showed a greater 
correlation. However, theRe analyses also showed that the correlation with respect 
to tho absolute subjectfve human response rating was poor and probably unsuitable 
as a doaisn criteria. This may be cauR~d by tho l~ted range of dynamic parameters. 
or the wide variation in the test subject's rating of the floors. 
A review or the human response data and the empirical parameters indicated 
that the absolute dynamic deflection miGht show a greater correlation with the 
hulltlln response r:at1np. A linear: regression analysis was therefore performed with 
the abRoluto subjective rating as the dependent variable, and the e pirical dynamic 
walking d~fla~tion as the Independent variabla. The results of this analysis tndi-
catt!d that the dynnmJc deflection alonE' docs lead to a better correlation than war. 
found in the rnrlicr analyses discussed above. Ftg. 5 ahowK a graph of thiA data. 
'lhe annlyses suggest that. tho human reaponAe rating moat sensitive to the dynamic 
deflection for the steel-joiKt/plywood-deck systems. 
Additional analyses were performed using all of the subjective human response 
data in comparison to the calculated rating. For this analysis. the calculated 
ratfna using F.q. 6 was baaed on the aaured dynamic response of the floors. since 
an empirical prediction model(a) for concrete deck or wood-joist floor have not been 
dttveloped in this program. An improved correlation (r • 0.65) was obtained 1n com-
parlflon t.o t.hr inttial analysis (r • 0.2) Which used the empirical calculated rating. 
The rc.•sult.s of this analysis indicate that the Wiss-Parmoll'e model may well be a valid 
model, particularly When evaluating Cloor ayRte having dynamic characteristics 
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Pia. S- Subjective ratioS vs. calculated walkiq cleflection for CFSJ plyvoocl-cleck floors 
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Additional multiple regression analyses were performed in an effort to 
develop a new aodel for huaan perception rating baaed on the floor frequency. 
floor diaplaceaent. and damping characteristics. The inclusion of additional 
independent variables other than dynaaic deflection did not lead to significant 
iaproveaent in the correla~lon between the subjective and the empirical rating. 
The teat data and analyses of tho huaan response data lead to several con-
clusions. which are diacURsed below. 
The subjective human response data measured durin& this program appears to 
show the best correlation with the dynamic deflection. Providing that a designer 
anticipates a floor systea having structural and dynamic characteristics similar 
to the steel-joist/plywood-deck systems tested in this prosram. it is recomaend~d 
that the dynamic deflection be used to define the vibration performance for the 
hwnan response rating. 'ftlfs equation takes the fora: 
wher~: 
R • 2.S7 + lll(d) 
d • dynamic deflection (inches) 
R • rating factor 
(7) 
Eq. 7 for the steel-joist/plywood-deck floor systeas does not include the paraaeter 
of vibration frequency. It should be emphasized that the rationale in recommending 
a .odel that does not include the frequency of vibration is primarily due to a Jack 
of correlation in the test data. It aust also be recoanfzed that the frequency of 
vibration is a variable when consid~rin& the human response ratings over a wide 
range of frequencies. 
An e~irical c~parative rating (CR) between the steel-joist/plywood-deck 
floors and the control floor can be obtained by subtracting the grand WEan rating 
from the control floor tests from Eq. 7. leading to: 
CR • 0.32 + lll(d) (8) 
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If the floor system characteristics arc outside the bounds of tho steel-
joist/plywood-deck combinations which were tested durin& this prosram. it is rec~ 
.. nded that the subjective hu.an response ratings equation developed by Wiss and 
Parmelee (1974) be used (Eq.6). This equation should be appr~priata for a steel-
joist/concrete-deck floor aystaa. It should alao be selected for other floor 
systeaa utilizins steel joists that are outside the bounds of the characteristic 
propertia of tho floor ayateaa which were tested dur:l.ns this research prosraa. 
CONCLUSIOHS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The twelve floor systeaa inveatisated in this study have been tested to 
deteraine their behavior under dynamic response characteristics under sandbas. weiSht 
release. heel-toe. and walkins impacts. In add:l.tion. each floor was rated subjec-
t:l.vely for the perceptibility of vibrat:l.ona due to walkins i~acts. A subjective 
comparison with a conventional wood-joist floor was also obtained. The span lensth 
and live load on the floor were varied so that tho effect of these para .. ters could 
also be studied. 
Dynaaic testa indicate that. in aoae cases. tho measured natural frequency 
of a floor can be influenced by tho type of impact. The dynamic rcaponaa of the 
floors is characterized by a co~lex waveform. Tho natural frequency of CPSJ floors 
can be predicted usins classical methods. Floors with plywood decks should be 
considered as noncomposite. and floors with concrete decks should be modeled aa 
composite in calculatins the frequency. The daapins. assumed to be viscous. was 
found to be influenced by Lhe superimposed live load on the floors. Values of damp-
ins for each of the floor construction types hav~ been reconacnded. but further 
study of the t"ffect of typical residential Jondfns fa needed. An eapfrfcnl relation-
ehip £or the equivalent number o£ fully effective joists has been developed for use 
in predicting the floor deflection due to walking iapacts. Equivalent static loadJns 
was used. and the resultins calculations are staple and strai8htforward. 
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The aubjeetive retina of perceptibility of vibration due to valkina i~aeta 
lead to the follovina eonclusiona: 
a. There ia no aianificant difference in the hwaan reaponse retina between 
the control floor and the CPSJ floora with plywood decka when both have 
16-ft ( 4.88 a) spans. 
b. There is no aianifieant effect of superiw.poaed live load on the hUIUD 
resp~1so ratfna of the floors. The variations obaerved for a floor with 
and without the live load were found to be atatiatically inaianificant. 
e. 'l'he span lenath was foLDd to have a sipificnnt effect on the huaan 
reaponae ratina. A reduction in the span typically led to an iaprovaaent 
in the human response ratina. Of eourae. the dynaaie characteriaties 
of the floor also chanpd with decreaaina span lenaths; an increase in 
frequency and a decrease in dynamic deflection due to walkina iw.paeta 
reaulted. 
d. The beat empirical relationship for · the hunan response ratina of a floor 
waa found to be the dynaaie deflection. ..aaurod froa the aean static 
deflection during wnlkina impacts. 
Relatively poor agreo.cnt was found between existing design criteria for 
huaan response to walking vibraUons and the subjective retinas recorded by the 
teat subjecta. This fa probably due to the wide variability in human responaes to 
transi~nt vibrations. as well as only a partial understanding of the eoaplexities 
of tho interaction between structures and people. 
Within the band of natural frequeneioa for CPSJ/plywood-deck floors. 
the beat predictor Cor human response retina was found to be tho peak amplitude of 
vibratJon under walking iapaets. CFSJ floora with a peak amplitude of Jeaa than 
approxl.ately 0.005 in. ~.13 .. ) were rated in the aean. coaperable to or better 
thnn the control wood-joist floor in terlU of human response. 
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF STEEL STUD SHEAR WALL DIAPHRAGMS 
* ** by Cynthia S. McCreless and Thomas S. Tarpy, Jr. 
Sunnar:y 
This paper presents the results of an experimental full scale 
test program for determining design infoMmation for shear wall 
diaphragms constructed of steel studs and gypsum wallboard ~th 
different aspect ratios. Wall construction used is representative of 
the type of construction commonly used for interior wall partitions. 
Testing is performed in accordance with ASTM E 564 - 76. 
Introduction 
The shear resistant capabilities of steel stud wall panels can be 
of great advantage to the structural engineer in designing buildings 
to resist forces caused by wind, seismic action and other lateral 
loads. Their lateral stiffening effect to a building has long been 
known, however in the past steel stud wall panels have primarily 
been used as elements of enclosure and were designed only for the 
transfer of the normal components of surface loads in the structural 
framework. As such, the shear resistance of the panel ~ was not 
utilized because of the lack of generally available and accepted 
*Associate Engineer, EXXON Corporation. Los Angeles, california; 
Former Graduate Student, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee. 
** Research Associate Professor of Civil Engineering, Vanderbilt 
University, Nashville, Tennessee; Structural Engineer, Stanley D. 
Lindsey & Associates, Ltd., Nashville, Tennessee. 
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design info~ation. The availability of such data could penmit the 
effective use of wall panels as main shear resisting elements in 
building design. 
For many applications steel stud panels are perhaps the most 
economical and most quickly erected system for interior and exterior 
walls. The studs are pre-cut and pre-punched or are easily modified 
to allow the passage of pipes and wires and are ready to install upon 
delivery. The studs are connected to a runner track on both top 
and bottom by either welding, self-drilling screws, or friction. 
The wall diaphragm material can then be easily attached to the studs 
with self-drilling screws. From a structural viewpoint, steel studs 
have a high strength-to-weight ratio, leading to economical and 
efficient designs. For example, the framing weight for a typical 
wall with steel studs is considerably less than the same wall framed 
in wood with fewer members required. 
While the advantages of steel studs are numerous, very little 
design infonmation is available on the shear strength and stiffness 
of the panels. The shear strength and stiffness are best detenmined 
experimentally due to the many parameters (fastener spacing, wall 
sheathing, construction details, etc.). The experimentation to date 
(1977) has been limited and much remains to be done before any design 
data and procedures can be established. 
The earliest known research project involving a full-scale 
diaphragm test installationwasinitiated at Cornell University in 
the mid-fifties under the direction of Winter and Nilson (10). Their 
research focused on light gage steel diaphragm action of floor and roof 
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systems. Results of this investigation demonstrated that shear 
diaphragms constructed of light gage steel panels with proper 
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welding were capable of resisting large horizontal loads to the extent 
that the need for horizontal bracing systems in many buildings could 
be eliminated. 
This initial investigation was followed by an extensive research 
effort over the next several years of both an experimental and 
analytical nature to study the behavior of both floor and wall sheet 
steel diaphragms (1. 6. 15) as well as limited studies on steel stud 
wall diaphragms (11). The effort culminated in the American Iron 
and Steel Institute publications 11 Design of Light Gage Steel Diaphragms .. 
(5) and the 11 Specification for the Design of Cold-Formed Steel Structural 
Members • .. ( 12) 
URS/John A. Blume and Associates. beginning in the mid-sixties 
as part of a structural response research program for the Nevada 
Operations Office of the U.S. Energy Research and Development Administra-
tion. developed and conducted a testing program for wall panels subjected 
to racking loads (2, 3. 7. 8). Fifty-four s•-o H x s•-o w wall panels 
with both wood and drywall studs were tested. The majority of the 
panels were constructed of gypsum wallboard. but plaster. plywood, 
concrete block and combination plywood and gypsum wallboards were also 
tested. Pop-rivets and friction connections were used to attach the steel 
studs to the track. Also, many of the panels had architectural windows 
and door openings to detennine their effect on the overall wall 
behavior. Both static and dynamic loading were used in testing. 
While the research to date has provided many valuable results on 
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by fixing the base of the wall and applying a force along the top of 
the wall parallel to the plane of the wall. The forces required to 
rack the wall and the corresponding displacements at increasing load 
intervals are measured. The shear strength and stiffness of the 
panels are then calculated from the load-deflection curves. 
Testing is performed in accordance with ASTM E 564 - 76 (4). This 
method is a static load procedure designed to evaluate the shear 
resistance of framed walls for buildings and is not intended to be a 
means for evaluating the effects of cyclic load reversals. The 
recommended test assembly is shown in Figure 1. Specifications are not 
made regarding the type of connection system used except to duplicate 
as nearly as possible the system intended for use in actual building 
construction. The wall may be tested vertically or horizontally and 
the panel size should not be less than 8ft. high by 8 ft. wide. 
The test method requires that at least two specimens of a given 
construction be tested, but if the results differ by more than ten 
percent a third test must be performed. This requirement is satisfied 
in the case that a series of tests with varying parameters are per-
formed. The loads are applied to the wall panel so that the design 
load level will not be reached in under ten minutes and at least ten 
deflection readings recorded. The time lapse between load applications 
should be sufficient enough to record deformation and at load levels 
of one-third and two-third ultimate load the loads should be fully 
released and the deflection recorded after a five minute recovery period. 
The shear strength and shear stiffness are obtained from the test 
results. The ultimate shear strength (lb/ft) is determined by dividing 
the ultimate load (i.e. the last load that gage deflections were 
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DIAL GAGE LOCATION5 
Figure 1. Racking Load Assembly ASTM E 564 - 76. 
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~ecorded) by the length of the wall panel parallel to the application 
of the load. The shear stiffness (lb/in) is determined as one-third 
the ultimate load divided by the total deflection including shear 
deflection and that contributed by anchorage slippage at that load 
level times the aspect ratio of the wall panel. 
For this investigation a series of interior wall panels with 
various aspect ratios as shown in Table 1 were tested. The panels 
were tested horizontally in a steel load frame assembly designed 
especially for the series of tests performed. The connections used to 
fix the wall panel to the frame were clip angles located on 48" o.c. 
One face of the angle was bolted to the stud and the other face of 
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the angle was bolted through the track to the load frame. A load bearing 
block and 7 l/4" 18 gage structural steel joist were attached along 
the top of the panel to uniformly distribute the load over the 
full length of the wall. A digital strain indicator in combination with 
a linear load cell was used to apply the load. 
Each wall panel was constructed of 3 1/2"~ 20 gage Super C studs 
spaced 24" o.c. The studs were attached to 3 5/8" web by 1 1/2" flange~ 
20 gage structural track with #10 x 1/211 low profile head screws. To 
avoid skewed wall panels each stud was installed using a carpenter•s 
square. Care was taken to avoid gaps between the studs and the track. 
The studs were attached by screws to both flanges of the track. 
Gypsum wallboard, l/2" thick was attached to both sides of the 
stud assembly with #6 x 1" Bugle Head screws spaced 12" o.c. over 
the entire face of the panel along both studs and runner tracks. The 
gypsum wallboard seams were then taped and caulked to complete the 
Table 1 
TEST CONFIGURATION 
TEST WALL WALL TYPE STUD WALL FASTENER STUD WALLBOARD 
TYPE HEIGHT WIDTH WALLBOARD SPACING SPACING ATTACHMENT ATTACft1ENT 
Js11 TYPE X f10x)s11 LOW-PROFILE #6X1 11 BUGLE HEAD 
A 12'-0 12'-0 GYPSUM EACH FACE 2411-0.C. 1211 -0.C. HEAD SCREWS SCREWS ~ 
* A 12'-0 12'-0 II II II II II c: 
B 12'-0 16'-0 II II II II II ~ 
c 12'-0 24'-0 II II II II II {I} ., 
D 10'-0 12'-0 II II II II II ~ 
E 10'-0 16'-0 II II II II II s: 
F 10'-0 24'-0 II II II II II s 
G 8'-0 8'-0 II II II II II 8 
H 8'-0 12'-0 II II II II II z 
I 8'-0 16'-0 II II II II II ~ ; J 8'-0 24'-0 II II II II II 
n 
rn 
* with horizontal stiffener t mid-height 
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construction of the wall panel. The wall panel was then allowed to 
set for at least 24 hours before any movement to insure proper 
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curing of the joint compound. Once the panel had cured it was positioned 
in the test frame with a wood spacer of the same length as the panel 
located between the test frame channel and the base of the panel. 
The completed wall assembly located in the load frame is shown in 
Figure 2. Typical construction details are shown in Figure 3. 
Displacement indicating dials were located on the test frame 
assembly at points shown in Figure 4. The dial gage at the lower 
right measures the slippage of the panel in the test frame. The 
two vertical dial gages measure panel rotation and the dial at the 
upper right measures the same readings as the other dial gages plus 
deformation of the panel. Movement of the test frame was monitored by 
additional dial gages; two vertical dial gages, one at the right hand 
corner and one at the left hand corner and one gage in the direction 
of the load. The movement of the frame was negligible in the direction 
of the load therefore no readings were recorded. The other two frame 
gages were recorded and used for correction purposes in the calculations. 
Prior to starting a test the ultimate load was estimated and 
loading increments determined. A preload of ten percent of the estimated 
ultimate load was initially applied to the wall panel for five minutes. 
The load was then removed and all the dial gages set to zero. The load 
was then applied incrementally to the wall and displacement measure-
ments recorded after a two minute hold to allow the wall to stabilize. 
At load levels of one-third and two-thirds of the estimated ultimate 
the load was fully removed and the wall recovery recorded after a five 
minute duration. The load was then re-applied to the next increment 
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-
Figure 2. Completed Wall Assembly. 
a) Wall Assembly b) Clip Angle c) Mid-height Stiffner 
Figure 3. Construction Details of the Wall System. 
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Figure 4. Dial Gage Locations 
above the back-off load. Loading continued in this manner until the 
panel was no longer capable of holding any additional load. The last 
load held for two minutes with displacement measurements recorded is 
defined as the ultimate load. 
As discussed earlier infonmation obtained from the test results 
are load-deflection curves~ ultimate shear strength, ultimate shear 
stiffness, and damage threshold level. The load-deflection curves 
-
are plots of the applied load versus the corresponding wall deflection; 
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either net or total deflection. The ultimate shear strength is 
determined from the ultimate load and the ultimate shear stiffness is 
determined from the load-deflection curves. The damage threshold is 
defined as the level of loading which causes major damage to the wall 
panel; that is. the wall is no longer structurally effective. 
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Total deflection is a combination of shear deflection and bending 
deflection. Net deflection on the other hand is total deflection minus 
bending deflection and anchorage deflection. ASTM recommends that the 
total deflection be used in all computations. It is the writers 
opinion. however. that computations using net deflection provide more 
representative data to be used in design recommendations. For these 
reasons computations are shown both ways. 
The total deflection of the wall panels is determined as follows: 
where a1 is the measured deflection at gage i. The net deflection of 
the wall panels is determined as follows: 
(2) 
where ai is measured deflection at gage i, a is the height of the 
wall panel (ft.) and b is the length of the wall panel (ft.). 
The ultimate shear strength of the wall panel is determined as 
follows: 
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(3) 
where Pu (lbs) is the highest load level held long enough to record gage 
measurements and b is the length of the wall panel (ft.). 
The shear stiffness is determined from the load-deflection curve. 
A reference load in the elastic range of the load-deflection curve at 
one-third ultimate is recommended by ASTM and that load and corresponding 
deflection used in the calculations. The shear stiffness Gj computed 
from the total deflection is deternrined as follows: 
G' • a (__!._) 
T b 6TOT @ 1/3 P 
u 
(4) 
The shear stiffness GN computed from the net deflection of the wall 
panel is determined by the relations: 
(5) 
where 6s' the shear deflection for the one-third ultimate load, can be 
defined as 
(6) 
where 6NET is the deflection obtained from the load-deflection curve for 
the load of one-third ultimate and 68 is the computed bending deflection 
at the free end of the cantilever beam at the one-third load level. 
That is 
·- · --- . -------
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(7) 
where Pis one-third ultimate load. a is the height of the panel. E 
is the modulus of elasticity of steel (ksi) and I is the moment of 
inertia (in4) considering all the stud members of the test assembly. 
Summary of Results 
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Table 2 shows the damage thresholds observed during testing. The 
first noticeable damage is the point where the first hairline cracks 
in the wallboard material were observed. Major damage is defined as 
the point where the damage to the wall was extensive and unrepairable. 
Human judgement is a primary factor for the determination of these 
values and varies from one observer to another. As such. the values 
reported are based on the general observations of several individuals 
involved in the testing. 
For all tests except the longer walls bending deformation dominated. 
For the longer walls shear deformation controlled. Where the deflection 
due to shear dominated the visible signs of yielding followed the 
same general pattern. The first sign was the screws along the 
edges of the walls beginning to rotate. This is the first noticeable 
diaphragm damage and generally occurred at about 1/411 of deflection. 
As the load increased the screws continued to rotate and would eventually 
twist through the wallboard in the direction of the load. This is 
considered real damage and generally occurred at between 1/4" and l/2 11 • 
The final failure was by the stud framing shearing through the gypsum 
wallboard along the top. 
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Table 2 
GYPSUM DAMAGE THRESHOLDS 
TEST WALL WALL DISPLACEMENT (inches) 
TYPE HEIGHT WIDTH 
FIRST NOTICEABLE DAMAGE MAJOR DAMAGE 
A 12'-0 12'-0 0.50 0.80 
• A 12'-0 12'-0 0.50 0.80 
B 12'-0 16'-0 0.40 0.70 
c 12'-0 24'-0 0.20 0.40 
D 10'-0 12'-0 0.20 0.50 
E 10'-0 16'-0 0.50 0.70 
F 10'-0 24'-0 0.20 0.30 
G 8'-0 8'-0 0.40 0.70 
H 8'-0 12'-0 0.40 0.70 
I 8'-0 16'-0 0.30 0.50 
J 8'-0 24'-0 o. 10 0.15 
• with horizontal stiffener @ mid-height 
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For the walls tested when the deflection due to bending dominated~ 
the visible signs of yielding followed the same general pattern. The 
first sign of panel damage was one of the wall base track deforming 
around the clip angle at the exterior corner tension anchorage point. 
As the load was increased the wallboard fastener in the lower left corner 
began to rotate. This was the first noticeable wallboard damage and 
occurred at about 1/4" to l/2 11 total displacement. Continued loading 
resulted in increased deformation in the track and increased cracking 
separation of the wallboard. This resulted in real damage to the 
wall panel and occurred at about l/2 11 to 3/4" total displac~nent. 
The final failure was yielding of the wall system due to excessive 
rotation. The general types of panel failure are shown in Figure 5. 
Discussion of Results 
The calculated shear strength, net deflection~ total deflection 
and shear stiffness are summarized in Table 3 for the different wall 
panel sizes considered. 
The calculated shear strength of the wall panels seems to indicate 
that the shear strength is essentially independent of aspect ratio. 
Both maximum total and maximum net deflections follow the same general 
trend as far as aspect ratios \'lith the wall deflections basically 
larger for the taller panels. This is reasonable in that the wall 
behaves as a cantilever system with larger deflection for taller 
walls and smaller panel moment of inertia. 
The shear stiffness computed from both net deflections and total 
deflections shows that the shear stiffness increases for the shorter 
a) Rotation of stud and track 
exposing clip angle in 
lower left corner. 
·/ . . ·. 
/ 
b) Yielding of wall system 
by excessive rotation 
Figure 5. Types of Panel Failure 
c) Shear of stud assembly 
through the wall assembly 
I I 
Table 3 
COMPUTED ULTIMATE SHEAR AND SHEAR STIFFNESS 
TEST WALL WALL ULT. SHEAR MAX. NET SHEAR MAX. TOTAL SHEAR 
TYPE HEIGHT WIDTH STRENGTH DEFLECTION STIFFNESS DEFLECTION STIFFNESS 
(1b/ft) (;n.) (lb/in) (in.) {lb/in) 
{/) 
A 12'-0 12'-0 413 0.78 13,000 1.05 8,200 ~ rn 
* 11 ,800 0.98 rn A 12'-0 12'-0 350 0.69 10,800 t"4 
8 12'-0 16'-0 10,100 1.00 
{/) 
394 0.80 8,200 ~ 
12'-0 24'-0 12,400 0.75 c: c 363 0.65 12,500 0 
D 10'-0 12'-0 10,300 0.89 {/) 375 0.78 8,900 :r: 
E 10'-0 16'-0 356 0.44 14,500 1.01 5,200 ~ 
10'-0 24'-0 24,400 0.33 " F 388 0.16 17,500 ~ 
G 8'-0 8'-0 400 0.83 11,800 0.88 9,200 > ~ H 8'-0 12'-0 400 0.60 15,600 0.66 10,800 0 
I 8'-0 16'-0 12,000 0.95 -469 0.51 12,100 > ., 




with horizontal stiffener @ mid-height {/) 
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and wider walls. This behavior is reflected in the modes of failure 
of the wall as the failure pattern shifts ~rom one of yielding due to 
excessive rotation (bending) to one of shear. 
The trends mentioned above appear in all test results with the 
exception of test types E and I. These discrepancies were in single 
panel tests and can be explained by problems encountered in construc-
tion of the specific wall panel. For a detailed discussion of each 
test one should consult references (9) and (13). 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
The results of the test program indicate that the steel stud wall 
panels as constructed could be used as a lateral load resisting element 
in building construction provided appropriate factors of safety and 
anchorage details are maintained. This conclusion is based on the 
ultimate shear strength of the panels as well as the level of loading 
at first cracking of the gypsum wallboard. 
It should be noted that the test program conducted was a small 
statistical sample involving a particular manufacturer's products and 
one recommended installation procedure for interior wall partitions. 
Therefore9 additional tests are required before precise conclusions 
and specific design recommendations can be made regarding the shear 
resistant capabilities of steel stud wall panels for the industry as 
a whole. Many observations and conclusions 9 however, can be inferred 
from the results. 
From a construction viewpoint, much attention must be given to 
the workmanship and installation details due to their large effect on 
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the strength and deflection of the wall assembly. To avoid these 
difficulties, close supervision and field inspection during installa-
tion of the wall panels is recommended. The anchorage detail in the 
corners of the panel is a critical design consideration. This is due 
to the large tensile forces at the corners as the wall tends to pull 
away from the base runner track under lateral load. The angle clips 
used in the tests help resist this tendency at smaller loads but, 
as the load level increases, the track tends to deform around the 
clips due to the width of the clip angles. This problem could be 
alleviated by using special anchor clips in the corners for the full 
width of the track. 
Another detail which must be considered is the method of attaching 
the studs to the runner track. Comparison with results of other test 
programs (8, 14) indicate that using fasteners to attach the stud to the 
runner track results in a stronger wall than using either resistance spot 
welds or friction connections. This observation is based on a one test 
comparison and is really too limited to accurately draw any general 
conclusions. Additional tests on panels of the same construction with 
both resistance spot welds and friction connections are necessary for 
a detailed comparison. 
The addition of a horizontal stiffener at mid-hci9ht did not 
increase shear capacity; and, while one test is not necessarily enough 
to draw conclusions, it is felt that this approach is not feasible 
due to construction difficulties and cost of installation far out-
weighing any anticipated structural advantages. 
The effect of varying the gypsum wallboard attachment points from 
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that tested to a smaller value around the perimeter should increase the 
wall shear strength and stiffness. However, the precent of increase 
is unknown. Also locating several screws in the corners of the wall 
should help increase the wall strength before first cracking of the 
gypsum. 
The effect of varying the stud spacing to smaller centers is 
not felt to be a critical design parameter as the two foot spacing is 
a common spacing used for interior walls. On the other hand. the 
use of sixteen inch centers for exterior walls with gypsum on one 
face and sheathing on the other face where transverse wind controls 
should be investigated. 
From a behavioral point of view the results clearly indicate 
that the shear strength is essentially independent of aspect ratio 
while the wall deflections are basically larger for the taller panels. 
This is reasonable in that the wall behaves essentially as a cantilever 
system with larger deflection for taller walls and smaller panel 
moments of inertia. The wall shear stiffness in turn increases for the 
shorter and wider walls as the deflection decreases. This behavior is 
reflected in the type of failure of the walls as the failure pattern 
shifts from one of yielding due to bending which is analogous to a 
cantilever beam to one of shear. 
The test results reported herein provide a preliminary basis for 
the strength. deflection and damage thresholds of wall panels subjected 
to static loads. In order to accurately incorporate the structural 
capabilities of wall panels into certain design codes, the effects of 
a structure subjected to a succession of reversed loading cycles of 
• 
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both a progressively increasing magnitude and large initial impact must 
be investigated. This loading is analogous to forces induced by wind 
gusts or earthquakes where a structure is subjected to a force of 
large magnitude and suddenly the force is removed. To obtain such 
data additional tests on wall panels need to be performed using a 
cyclic-loading test procedure. To date (1977) a recommended testing 
procedure by ASTM for cyclic loading is not available, and a procedure 
analogous to the static test standard must be used. 
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a = Height of the wall panel (ft) 
b = Length of the wall panel (ft) 
E =Modulus of elasticity of steel (ksi) 
G~ = Shear stiffness based on net deflection (lb/in) 
~ = Shear stiffness based on total deflection (lh/in) 
I = Moment of inertia of steel frame (in4) 
Pu = Ultimate load (lb) 
Su = Ultimate shear strength (lb/ft) 
as = Bending deflection (in) 
a; = Deflection at gage i (in) 
~ET = Net deflection (in) 
as = Shear deflection (in) 
~OT = Total deflection (in) 
